Help Metric Weights and Targets

1. Number of Views of Updates Authored
   - Weight: 100
   - Target Value: 5
   - Title Text: Average Number of Views of Your Updates
   - Legend Text: Community Interest in Updates
   - Help Text: Making thoughtful and substantial updates will encourage your peers to want to view the posts you author and can improve this score.

2. Number of Reviews Authored
   - Weight: 100
   - Target Value: 4
   - Title Text: Number of Reviews Completed
   - Legend Text: Your Reviews
   - Help Text: It is important to provide peer feedback. Even reviewing your own work has many benefits. You can improve this score by completing more reviews.

3. Average Number of Words Per Review Authored
   - Weight: 100
   - Target Value: 300
   - Title Text: Average Number of Words Per Reviews You Authored
   - Legend Text: Review Effort
   - Help Text: Producing more substantial review content can improve the score for this metric.

4. Number of Comments Authored
   - Weight: 100
   - Target Value: 15
   - Title Text: Number of Comments You Have Posted
   - Legend Text: Engagement with Mentor Updates
   - Help Text: Posting more comments to your community can improve this score and greatly enhance the community experience for everyone.

5. Average Number of Annotations on Peer Works
   - Weight: 100
   - Target Value: 15
   - Title Text: Average Number of Annotations on Peer Works
   - Legend Text: Annotation Effort
   - Help Text: Making annotations on peer works is an important form of feedback. Even annotating your own work has benefits. Improve this score by creating more annotations on works when reading reviews.

6. Average Rating Percentage Score from Peers for Reviews Authored
   - Weight: 100
   - Target Value: 50
   - Title Text: Average Rating Percentage Score from Peers for Your Reviews
   - Legend Text: Your Reviews Author Rating
   - Help Text: Providing more substantial and constructive review feedback on peers’ works can improve ratings from those peers.
A4.4.1 Help Metrics
What help measures do you expect to apply?
- Select check boxes to determine which metrics you wish to apply (whether or not this petal will appear in the aster plot).
- Select the weight you wish to assign to that metric (the width of that petal in the aster plot).
- Select a target value or learning objective (what it will take to color this petal to the circumference of the circle).
- Review and revise the standard text that appears in the petal mouseovers and the color-coded legend on the Analytics landing page.
- Add a custom help metric if you wish.

A4.4.2 Adding an Information Survey

- Select the [New Metric] option in the Admin Settings area.
- Select the Information Survey Option
- Locate the Survey among those you have created and that have been shared with you.